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21 juillet 2003 TRANSMISSION - NEW TRANSMISSION COOLER

cooler system (lines and tank) will work their way back into the rebuilt or new ... 4R70W, AODE, AOD - The TOP transmission case filling receives the return line. 
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Article No. 03-14-8



A/T - Cooler Flushing Service Tips



07/21/03 – 21 juillet 2003 TRANSMISSION - NEW TRANSMISSION COOLER FLUSHER - SERVICE TIPS FORD: 1992-1997 CROWN VICTORIA, PROBE, THUNDERBIRD 1992-2003 ESCORT, MUSTANG, TAURUS 1994-1997 ASPIRE 1995-2000 CONTOUR 2000-2003 FOCUS 2002-2003 THUNDERBIRD 1992-1996 BRONCO 1992-1997 AEROSTAR, F SUPER DUTY, F-250 HD, F-350 1992-1999 F-250 LD 1992-2003 ECONOLINE, EXPLORER, F-150, RANGER 1995-2003 WINDSTAR 1997-2003 EXPEDITION 1999-2003 SUPER DUTY F SERIES 2000-2003 EXCURSION 2001-2003 ESCAPE, EXPLORER SPORT TRAC, EXPLORER SPORT LINCOLN: 1992-1997 TOWN CAR 1992-2002 CONTINENTAL 1993-1998 MARK VIII 2000-2003 LS 1998-2003 NAVIGATOR 2002-2003 BLACKWOOD 2003 AVIATOR MERCURY: 1992-1997 COUGAR, GRAND MARQUIS 1992-2000 TRACER 1992-2003 SABLE 1995-2000 MYSTIQUE 1999-2002 COUGAR 1993-2002 VILLAGER 1997-2003 MOUNTAINEER This article supersedes TSB 00-1-5. ISSUE The number one cause for repeat transmission repairs is that contamination from the transmission cooler system (lines and tank) will work their way back into the rebuilt or new transmission. For this reason a new transmission cooler flusher has been released, "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher" Rotunda Tool number 22-00001. ACTION The transmission cooling system (cooler and lines) MUST be flushed every time the transmission is overhauled or replaced in order to minimize the likelihood of repeat repairs. The use of this new "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher" (222-00001) is the most effective way to remove



contamination from its cooling system. Refer to the following Service Procedure and Equipment instructions (supplied with the "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher"). SERVICE PROCEDURE Prior methods of cooler flushing have not obtained the level of cooler cleaning and contaminant removal that is required to prevent repeat repairs. The "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher" uses heated Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) and a pulsating action to loosen system contamination. Previous equipment used solvents to clean & flush coolers, lines and torque-converters. There are 2 issues with this method: - Residual solvent contamination can cause damage to friction bonding materials within the transmission (Clutches and Bands). - Lack of fluid heating and agitation prevents this method from completely removing contamination from lines, in-radiator coolers and auxiliary coolers. Aerosol Solvents should never be used for several reasons. - They do not provide the volume necessary to remove heavy contaminants. - They evaporate quickly and essentially leave contaminants in pockets, bends, or wherever they are as the solvent dries. NOTE YOU MUST IDENTIFY THE RETURN COOLER LINE TO START THE BACK FLUSHING PROCEDURE. A quick way to identify the return cooler line (fluid coming out of the cooler and returning to the transmission) is to locate the return cooler line fitting on the transmission case. Refer to the following lists: Rear Wheel Drive - TORQSHIFT, 4R100, E40D, C6 - The REAR transmission case filling receives the return line. - 4R70W, AODE, AOD - The TOP transmission case filling receives the return line. - A4LD, 4R44/55E, 5R55E, 5R55N, 5R55W, 5R55S - The TOP transmission case filling receives the return line. Front Wheel Drive - CD4E - The REAR or Pump End transaxle case fitting receives the return line. - 4F27E - The REAR or Cover End transaxle case fitting receives the return line. - AXOD, AXODE, AX4S, AX4N, 4F50N - The BOTTOM transaxle cooler line fitting receives the return line. NOTE IF AN IN-LINE FILTER HAS BEEN INSTALLED IN THE COOLER LINE, IT MUST BE REMOVED BEFORE FLUSHING THE COOLER OR COOLER LINES. Purge the cooler and cooler line before flushing: Located on the "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher" is a fluid transfer and purge valve. This valve can be used to purge the cooler and cooler lines of contaminated fluid before starting the back



flush procedure of the fluid cooling system (refer to step 5a of this Service Procedure or Equipment instructions, supplied with the "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher"). Flush Procedure 1. Check and top off fluid level of the "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher" tank with transmission fluid. 2. Allow the fluid in the flusher 15-30 minutes to heat up to 140°F (60°C) before using. 3. Install line adapters into the transmission cooler lines. 4. Attach the flusher's blue line to the transmission return cooler line quick disconnect. 5. Attach the flusher's red line to the transmission outlet cooler line quick disconnect. a. Follow equipment instructions, to purge cooler lines and cooler prior to starting flushing procedure (using factory installed purge valve and clear hose on "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher"). 6. Allow the cooling system to back-flush for 10-15 minutes, then flush the cooler in a forward/normal flow direction for an additional 10-15 minutes. For ordering information on this new "Turbo-Tank Heated Cooler Line Flusher" (222-00001), contact Rotunda at 800-ROTUNDA (800-768-8632 or outside U.S. 262-656-5805). CAUTION THIS FLUSHER CANNOT BE USED TO FLUSH COOLERS ON VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH THE TEMPERATURE BYPASS-TYPE TRANSMISSION COOLER CURRENTLY FOUND IN 1998-2003 CROWN VICTORIA, GRAND MARQUIS, AND TOWN CAR VEHICLES. OTHER APPLICABLE ARTICLES: NONE SUPERSEDES: 00-1-5 WARRANTY STATUS: INFORMATION ONLY
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2003 toyota matrix manual transmission dbid jbi 
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2003 acura mdx transmission diagram dbid kf4jo 
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2003 acura mdx transmission dbid oau 
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2003 toyota rav4 transmission problems dbid 4ts 
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2003 mustang manual transmission dbid bq04 
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2 Transmission 

Renault s.a.s 2007. "The repair procedures given by the manufacturer in this document are based on the .... a Refit the gearbox (see 21A, Manual gearbox, Man-.
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2003 ford windstar transmission diagram ford dbid 1jxjp 
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TRANSMISSION 3 GEARSHIFT 

2. 4. 6. 8. TRANSMISSION CASE PARTS. GEARS, A-TYPE 3-SYNCHRO ... >>SBD. DA
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dieselelectric transmission dbid 8ea9 
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transmission 6.7 - UKBEG.com 

Flywheel assembly slides out of the left main bearing by hand. No tools are ... that the tips of the pliers are not damaged or excessively worn. Slippage may ...
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automatic transmission (mini cooper) 

This system enables the transmission to transmit power and to ... The Ratio Control Motor, Park/Neutral Switch and Output Shaft Speed .... The CVT is controlled by a number of valves that respond to mechanical, electrical and hydraulic inputs. ..... 
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Liasse fiscale BORGWARNER TRANSMISSION 

CS. CT. Autres participations. CU. CV. CrÃ©ances rattachÃ©es Ã  des participations. BB. BC. Autres titres immobilisÃ©s. BD ... 177 833 247. 61 963 932. 115 869 314 ...
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26 novembre 2001 TRANSMISSION 

... modeling clay on the reverse idler bracket (7723) near the 5th/reverse shift rail support. hole (near the exterior ... housing to the face of the plain washer, which should be stuck in the modeling clay. Take three (3) ... BASIC PART NO. CODE.
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transmission 6.7 - UKBEG.com 

drum at the 12 o'clock position for later reference. 15. See Figure 6-52. Place transmission in 4th gear. The scribed line should now be at the 6 o'clock position.
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Engine And Transmission Assembly - Remove And Install (21 132 0) 

Detach the ground cable and the bracket from the transmission. ... Lower the air conditioning compressor slightly and remove the radiator crossmember, passing.
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Bras de transmission 

de rigueur en essayant de respecter la norme actuelle (vala- ble pour combien de temps...). Le repÃ¨re est maintenant coloriÃ© en vert pour Ãªtre plus vi- sible.
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Transmission Structures - Description 

General â€¢ Calculation of Loads Using NESC Code â€¢ Calcula- tion of Loads Using ... Lattice structures are usually composed of steel angle sections. ..... to develop a truss action for load transfer and to minimize moment in the member. However ...
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Gotland HVDC Light transmission 

The electrical system on Gotland, owned by Gotlands. Energiverk AB (GEAB), can be regarded as an island net, although connected by conventional HVDC to the mainland. Sweden since 1954. It consists of approximately 300 km of. 70 kV lines, 100 km of 30
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transmission oil level check 

the owner's manual covers those items which should be ..... instructions on the box, or by 1/4 to 1/2 turn ; ...... valve grinding compound and a valve grinding tool.
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transmission oil level check 

Note: This check is usually performed by a Yamaha dealer after the first 600 ... D Change the engine oil (Section 7) ...... from the electrical components and intake ...... the Woodruff key, and making sure they ...... Set the carburettors on a sheet
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le patrimoine sa transmission pdf 

Epilepsy, If The World Were Made Of Chocolate, Im Bann Des Opus Dei Familien In ... Mit E Elternfhrer Durch D Opus Dei, Imagery Of Lynching Black Men White ...
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2002 f15manual transmission dbid 449 
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION NAG1 - SERVICE INFORMATION 

A diagnostic trouble code (DTC) assigned to the fault is stored in memory. All solenoid and regulating valves are thus de-energized. The net effect is: â€¢ The last ...Missing:
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Sunstrand Transmission Service Manual - InspectAPedia.com 

inlet vacuum at normal conditions should not exceed 5 in. hg. Check inlet line for .... all sharp edges, burrs and abrasive residue to prevent shaft seal damage.
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